PICTURE PUZZLE ANSWERS

Painless Operation

Excuse Me

Play in the yard

Life after Death

Crossbow

Partly Cloudy

An after thought

I’ll be there in a minute

Torn Apart

One way or the other

Too big Too ignore

Easy on the eyes

Hitting below the belt

Lie in wait

Search high and low
An outside chance
Go for it
Highway Overpass

Foreign Language
Who's in charge
Neon Lights

I'm bigger than you
Platinum
Break in Custom

Ill in bed
Safety in Numbers
Read between the lines

Tip-toe through the tulips
Alice in Wonderland
Merry go round
Settle down  
Thanks a lot  
Under cover

Tooth pick  
Make-up  
Bad influence

Square Meal  
Two in one  
Camping overnight

Driving around in circles  
Ring around a rosé  
7 Eleven

Frankenstein  
U-Turn  
Balanced Meal
High Chair

Microscope

Play short-stop

Big time operator

Tripod

Take a backward step

Three strikes your out

Short visit

Trim the Christmas tree

Lake Ontario

Behind the eight-ball

Once upon a time

Many are called

Few are chosen

Just in case

Green with envy
Tuesday          Andes Mountains         Millionaire

Strawberry shortcake           Count on us           Fallen star

Half-time         Lowest power         Long time no see

Inside out         Higher Learning         Shape up ship out

Big Foot           Down Yonder           Foul Language
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book going
Going by the book

PANTS PANTS
Pair of pants

H I J K L M N O
H₂ O

UWIN+ ULOSE+
You win some
You lose some

SSSS
BBB
AAAA
RRR
000
Up for grabs
Circles under the eyes

cof fee
Coffee Break

IMAGE
Mirror Image

COORDERURT
Order in the court

DANCE
Square Dance

FACE
Two-faced

FACED
Round of Applause

DAY DAY
Day in Day out

HE HE HE HIMSELF
He's beside himself

K CUTS
Stuck Up
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Waterfall
Downpour
No two ways about it

Quit following me
Double Agent
Vitamin A deficiency

Point blank range
Walk in the park
One if by land, two if by sea

Crossfire
Barbershop quartet
Contract Extension

You deserve a break today
Pen is mightier than the sword
Crying shame
Partly Cloudy

Open and shut case

Jack in the box

Whats up with that

Play on words

Middle of the night

Back seat driver

Splitting Headache

Multiple choice

No doubt about it

A shadow of a doubt

Two wrongs don’t
Make a right

Three square meals

Without a second glance

Man for all seasons
Outnumbered three to one  Balanced budget  Raised eyebrows

Head over heels  Sold down the river  Men out of work

One right after another  A backward step  Odds are against you

No U turn  Broken nose  Big man on campus

Close encounters  Unfinished business  Put it in writing
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World without end
Foot in the door
Fly by night

Forgive, forget
The good, the bad and the ugly
Out on a limb

Add insult to injury
More often than not
Elevator out of order

An inside job
Big fuss over nothing
End of time

Endless love
Bridge over water
One step forward
Two steps back
That's beside the point  Space invaders  Little house on Prairie

Equal rights  Sleeping on the job  Good intentions

Any which way  Split level house  Ambiguous

Too sweet to be forgotten  Turned inside out  Six of one half a dozen of another

Eavesdropping  Condescending  Green with envy
Sailing over seas
Act out of character
Shut up
I’ll get over it
Hole in one
Too wise you are too wise you be, I see you are too wise for me
I understand you undertake
To overthrow my undertakings
I before e except after c
Singing in the rain
Long underwear
H2O
Unfinished symphony
Illegal
Diamond in the rough
6 feet underground
The final frontier
I'm between jobs
Touchdown

Tall tale
Making ends meet
West Indies

Go long
Feeling under the weather
Mind over matter

Lemonade
Two in one
Quarter back, half back, Full back

Paradox
Hiking in the woods
What goes up must come down
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Miss understanding between friends

Once in a moon

Cut above the rest

Drop in a bucket

Love at first sight

Split second timing

5lbs Overweight

Better Safe than Sorry

Head in the Sand

Outside chance

The beginning of the End

Scrambled Eggs

Mixed Doubles

Growing Old

Income Tax Brackets
Little Big Horn

Nowhere in Sight

Down in the dumps

Top of the morning

All hands on deck

Split second timing

Close quarters

Corner Stone

Way out in Space

Black Overcoat

Son of a gun

Gross Injustice

Odds are overwhelming

Man in the Moon

Bend over backwards
Stand in the corner  

Captain Hook  

Some are overworked and under paid

Blood is thicker than Water  

Shape Up  

Neon Lights

Right between the eyes  

Generation Gap  

Sandbox

Man overboard  

I understand  

Reading between the lines

Cross roads  

Downtown  

Tricycle
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Split Level

Three degrees below zero

Paradise

Half Hearted

He's beside Himself

No left turn

Look in side

Just between you and me

Space program

Middle age spread

Getting Up at Dawn

Open and shut case

Suspended Animation

Forgive and Forget

Any one for tennis

NE1410S
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Stand up and be counted
Up for grabs
A friend in need

Bolt upright
Hijacking
Robin Hood

Ready for more
History repeats itself
Rail crossing

You’re under arrest
Update
Right beside me

Time after time (double time)
One in a million
Crossing Guard
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ri poorch
Take from the rich give to the poor

VA DERS
Space invaders

RIGHT RIGHT
Equal Rights

MEREPEAT
Repeat after me

ICE³
Ice cube

land time
Land before time

johns
Long johns

Chimadenza
Made in China

$0 all all all all
Free for all

can can
toucan (2 can)

_____it
Blanket

issue issue issue issue issue issue issue issue issue issue
Tennis shoe (10 issue)

calm storm
calm before the storm

ban ana
Banana split

1 knows
Won by a nose
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DAYDAYOUT  ABCDEFGHJMO PQRSTUVWXYZ

Day in Day out  Missing LINK

Horsing around

DAY L8 DOLLA  BANK

Day late and a dollar short  Break the Bank

Side splitting Laughter

gener__ation  SINOWHEREIGHT

Generation Gap  Nowhere in sight

Ready for more

eye e see except  22222222 day

I before e expect after c  Tuesday

Hijacking

left & right hands DECK  wonalicederland

All hands on deck  Alice in Wonderland

Lowest power
Settle down    Thanks a lot    Under cover

Any which way    Split level house    Ambiguous

Eavesdropping    Condescending    Green with envy

Black overcoat    Son of a gun    Gross injustice

Sailing overseas    Act out of character    Shut up
Bigfoot

Down yonder

Foul language

Equal rights

Sleeping on the job

Good intentions

Illegal

Diamond in the rough

Six foot underground

Lemonade

Two in one

Quarter back, half back full back

Day in Day out

Missing link

Horsing around
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**JANob**
An inside job

**FUSS**
Big fuss over nothing

**TIME**
End of time

**bighorn**
Little big horn

**SINOWHEREIGHT**
Nowhere in sight

**dumps dumps goosefeathers dumps dumps**
Down in the dumps

**REVIRD TAES**
Backseat driver

**HEAD / ACHE**
Splitting headache

**CHOICE X 3**
Multiple choice

**STAHW THAT**
Whats up with that

**MACBETH WORDS**
Play on words

**NIGHT**
Middle of the night

**ME QUIT**
Quit following me

**AGENT**
Double agent

**VIT_MIN**
Vitamin A deficiency